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ABSTRACT

Sixty-six percent of Internet users in the United States in 2007 used a search engine to research health information to help themselves make health-related decisions. As a result physicians are increasingly compelled to defend their diagnoses and clarify the information their patients have found. The researchers propose the development of patient-oriented decision support systems by which laypersons can retrieve medical information. Through utilizing semi-structured decision support systems that incorporate the latest standards in evidence-based medicine patients and caregivers can receive current, accurate and appropriate information. The exigencies of managed care have increased time pressures among most medical practices. Yet addressing concerns based on potentially misleading or harmful internet based information has garnered an increasing portion of practitioners’ time and mandates urgent attention.
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INTRODUCTION

Decision Support Systems (DSS) are computer-based information systems designed to assist users to make decisions in semi-structured situations [20, 29]. To support the decisions of either the patient or primary decision-maker, a patient-based DSS should be designed to mitigate the risk of misleading and potentially dangerous information [1], providing the patient with current and robust information to make an informed decision. To support the decisions of either the patient or primary decision-maker, a patient-based DSS should be interactive, flexible, and adaptable [29]. It should utilize the latest standards in evidence-based medicine which, according to Eddy [7], is where the treatment and care of patients “should be based, to the greatest extent possible, on evidence”.

The Pew Internet and American Life Project has revealed a paradigm shift among Internet-connected users. The Internet is now typically used to support decisions related to all major life moments [11, 12, 13, 19, 23]. A current lack of available patient-based tools is causing patients and primary decision makers to go online to search for health information using popular search engines. Sixty-six percent of Internet users in the United States in 2007 used a search engine to research health information for themselves or to help others make a health-related decision. Studies have revealed that Internet users seldom check the date and source of the information they consume [1, 13]. Search engines are the typical starting points for most Internet users looking for health information online [11, 13].

Physicians with patients who have researched their symptoms on the Internet are either compelled, from an ethical standpoint, to defend their diagnosis or clarify the information their patients have found, consuming more of the physician’s time [1, 30]. In many cases, patients become distressed and overwhelmed because the information they are reading is full of misleading and potentially dangerous information that they do not know how to critically evaluate or interpret [1, 4, 9, 31].

This study proposes the development of a patient-based DSS by which patients can retrieve the latest lay medical information relating to the most common diseases, their diagnosis and treatment. Through informed decision making, utilizing semi-structured DSS and the latest standards in evidence-based medicine, patients and caregivers can receive the most current information available to share with their physician. Addressing patients’ concerns engendered by potentially misleading or harmful internet based information has garnered an increasing portion of practitioners’ time. Yet the time pressures of managed care make such efforts untenable. The American Medical Association (AMA) notes [2], patients are predicted to receive less attention from physicians due to declining reimbursements and the exigencies of satisfying insurer contracts. The AMA and other research seems to predict that an impact of changes in physician practice arrangements will be that patients will take a more active role in medical decision-making, and physicians will increasingly be asked to discuss and justify decisions and diagnoses and address facts that patients do not understand [1, 2, 30].
BACKGROUND

Kommers & Rainie [23] note that among Internet users who have dealt with personal illness, those aged 50-64 were more likely to report the internet’s impact as crucial or important. Women were twice as likely as men to report it as well. The authors also note that 57% of those that have helped others deal with illness found the Internet to play some role, 28% a crucial or important role, and 31% a minor role [23]. Implications for health related websites include tailoring the information presented to a variety of education levels. Perhaps context sensitive help, allowing each user to tailor the information to their needs and obtain help with confusing terminology as needed would allow for broader appeal. Considering the growing population involved in Internet use over time, it seems that health related web sites have not modified sufficiently to increase their impact upon the individual user.

The Internet has matured to increase the ease at which information can be obtained while decreasing the complexity and knowledge required, for wider appeal. Popular medical websites have been developed for the layperson. Good information results in good choices, patients need good information and guidance to assist them in making the right choices for themselves or their loved ones. Another survey funded by Pew Internet & American Life Project [12] reports that 64% of adults with chronic conditions use the Internet and are avid consumers of health related information [12, 13, 28]. Another survey conducted by Harris International in 2007 found that an estimated 180 million adults have used the Internet for this same purpose. They note that the percentage of adults seeking health information had increased from 52% in 2005 to 71% by the time of the survey in 2007 [17].

Chronic medical conditions tend to increase online health research. A 2008 study conducted by Fox notes that 59% of patients found information online that led them to ask questions of their physician about their condition or to seek a second opinion [13]. This is a 31% increase when compared to a 2006 study conducted by Madden and Fox [24]. Those patients and primary decision-makers who are dealing with these types of conditions are more likely than other Internet users to engage in online health research. This group has also reported greater impacts from their health-related online research [13, 24].

A secondary analysis of the 2002 Kommers and Rainie [23] data set reveals additional information regarding the importance of education to the rated importance of the internet when dealing with personal illness. As indicated in Table 1, there were 302 respondents that had personally experienced a major illness within the last two years and rated the importance of the internet as they dealt with this event. Just 19% of those with a high school education, or less, rated the Internet as having high importance to their experience of illness while 30% of those with greater than high school education responded that the Internet was thus important.

The relationship between education and user ratings of the Internet’s importance on their personal experience of illness, is supported with 97% confidence. Although the internet has become a ubiquitous presence and popular health related web sites are in abundance, it seems that such information remains better utilized by those with greater levels of education. Whereas finding information may have become easier, understanding medical and health related information may remain daunting to some as noted in their lower rating of the impact of this information. Implications for health related websites include tailoring the information presented to a variety of education levels. Perhaps context sensitive help, allowing each user to tailor the information to their needs and obtain help with confusing terminology as needed would allow for broader appeal. The original Kommers and Rainie study of 2002 [23] noted that overall, 26% of respondents reported that their use of the internet had a high level of importance to their personal experience of illness, which is little changed in 2005 [19], with 29% within the same category. Considering the growing population involved in Internet use over time, it seems that health related web sites have not modified sufficiently to increase their impact upon the individual user. Although there are now web sites designed for the layperson, it appears that there are many layers within that group not sufficiently addressed by information providers [1].
Table 1. Role of Education

In spite of the many web sites designed for the layperson, it appears that there are many information providers that do not sufficiently address this need. It is not feasible to educate the public in the critical evaluation of the information that is now available to them [1]. Patients and primary decision makers encounter search engines often designed to advertise drugs rather than to provide the knowledge that they seek [1]. While the abundance of popular health-related websites make finding information easy, understanding medical information remains daunting to many. A study conducted by Fox [12] indicates that health related research has resulted in the patient or primary decision-maker becoming overwhelmed 30%, frustrated 31%, confused 19% and or frightened 9%. Researchers note that it is extremely difficult to differentiate the scientific information from the nonscientific claims, while raising ethical concerns for the potential misuse and misinformation widely available on the Internet [1, 14].

INTERNET ADVERTISING

Direct-to-consumer marketing of Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved drugs is now commonplace. As a result of this targeted and direct marketing strategy a 2005 study noted that 40% of patients, as reported by physicians, have shown that their decision-making was influenced from this type of marketing. In 88% of these cases the patient did have the condition the drug was designed to treat, however, the majority of patients understood the benefits much better than they did the risks. The FDA has since revised these guidelines to increase consumer awareness of these risks. Physicians have further reported that 27% of patient visits have resulted in the identification of a new condition because of these advertisements [4, 31].

The Internet however is a different type of marketing tool. Search engines and websites using cookies, which are information files designed to track user activity, are targeting consumers based upon the types of searches they conduct [14, 25]. In 2009, fourteen complaints over direct marketing links on popular search engines led the FDA to crack down on this type of marketing [25]. Similarly in 2001 complaints to the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) stated that search engine results were based upon the amount of money a website owner was willing to pay these providers to direct Internet users to their sites. Laws aimed at stopping this practice now state that results with paid content must be clearly marked as paid for advertisements [16]. Although clearly marked, these results still appear at the top of search engine result lists where non savvy Internet users can click on them.

THE INTERNET AND INFORMED DECISION MAKING

For a growing number of medical decisions the best choice depends upon a holistic assessment of the effects of medical procedures. Patients cannot properly weigh the benefits and harms among available choices without examining all of the factors in light of their personal values and beliefs. Informed decision making occurs when the either patient or primary decision-maker fully understands and comprehends the disease or condition being addressed. This includes understanding the required treatment for the disease or condition along with its benefits, risks, limitations, alternatives and uncertainties [24, 11]. Once understood and weighed against personal values an informed decision can be made and appropriate treatment can begin [24, 27, 11]. Yet abundant, complex and easily available medical information of dubious credibility may obfuscate the decision-making process.

Uncertainties can easily be caused by misunderstood scientific information, adding to the burden of patients and their care providers. In today's consumer-oriented health care system patients desire choice and an active role in the decision-making process, and most patients need education to lessen their anxiety [20, 11]. Yet the goal of informed consent is not easily facilitated through typical search-engine based results.
THE HUMAN ELEMENT

The Internet has the potential to provide information to aid in the interaction and constructive dialogue between physicians and their patients [11, 29]. The traditional doctor and patient conversation remains a critical component of primary care. It is necessary to better inform patients’ decisions about their treatment. However the exigencies of managed care and modern practice often leave inadequate time for effective interaction [1, 3, 5, 8]. Thoughtful analysis of the many elements involved in any medical procedure coupled with the best information available and decision counseling is typically the best approach [1, 5, 8, 21].

Decision counselors are able to offer support, sensitivity and guidance to enable patients and decision-makers to make the “right choice” based upon their personal preferences. Decision counseling often exceeds and excels over impersonal decision aids. A 2002 study conducted by Kennedy, Sculpher, et al. [21] concluded that patients that had used decision aids had little or no impact on patient satisfaction unless they were used in union with decision counseling by a trained nurse or counselor [5, 10, 18, 21]. Patient and decision-maker participation, however, has increased as a result of these paper based and electronic decision aids [6, 10]. The Internet cannot function as a partner in medical-based decisions alone. The overwhelming benefit from human counseling is about the interaction and relationship between the patient and the counselor [1, 5, 10, 21].

Counselors should use current, unbiased and evidence-based research. The patient’s knowledge, experience and expectations should inform the counselor’s efforts. It is important for counselors to build partnerships, provide evidence including risks and uncertainties, present recommendations and check for understanding [5, 8].

PATIENT-BASED DSS CHARACTERISTICS AND CAPABILITIES

The objectives of any patient-based DSS are to assist non-physician stakeholders in acquiring knowledge to facilitate making informed decisions. By coupling DSS information with high-quality decision counseling patients may then be allowed to successfully weigh the benefits, risks and limitations among appropriate alternatives for care. Clinical informatics or DSS are computer software systems most typically designed to aid physician decision-making.

Expert systems make inferences in the same manner as a human expert by inferring solutions based on their own knowledge, and the collection of pertinent facts. Expert systems typically have their knowledge encapsulated in If…Then type rule sets where an inference engine will then pattern match relevant facts to the antecedent of the rule. Once a pattern is matched a conclusion will be generated or an action performed that then adds to the list of facts. Expert systems differ from conventional programming in that the problems they consider have no algorithmic solution [15]. Limitations of these systems are their lack of understanding of cause and effect relationships; they rely instead on empirical knowledge. A benefit, however, lies in their ability to include an explanation facility which can exhibit the inference chain of rules that were used to draw a conclusion or arrive at a diagnosis. Whereas the diagnostic criteria for a given diagnosis may be consistent, straightforward and evidenced-based; the effective recognition of relevant observable and unobservable symptoms is often elusive. Thus a patient based system should accept layman’s terms when collecting facts and handle uncertainty concerning relevant observations.

DSS are typically defined as computer and software based systems designed to assist users in making decisions in semi-structured environments [22, 29]. These systems typically fail, however, because of the designer’s failure to adequately examine the user’s needs. Simple systems like dosing and reminder systems have shown great success in the improvement of process care [3]. A “patient-based” DSS should take what we have learned about clinical information and expert systems and apply that to the layperson. The system should be readily available to stakeholders of varying levels of education and experience use the same standards available in a clinical DSS.

GUIDELINES FOR A MODEL OF PATIENT BASED DSS

Research conducted by The Foundation for Informed Medical Decision Making (FIMDM) [10], a leading non-profit organization dedicated to ensure that health care decisions are made with the active participation of fully informed patients, has shown that decision aids increase participation, decrease decisional conflict and indecision, and improve decision quality indicators when weighed against patient personal values [5, 8, 10]. Their research along with research conducted at the Center for Shared Decision Making at Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical
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Center, [6] the pioneer of informed decision-making programs for their patients, has shown similar findings. Patient-based DSS to facilitate informed decisions should include the following characteristics:

1. Availability to all patients, and adaptability to different levels of education and experience in order to support the decision-making processes and styles of stakeholders.
2. Used in combination with traditional patient education such as pamphlets face-to-face and video along with high quality decision counseling that will enhance patients understanding of the risks, benefits, and uncertainties of different medical procedures.
3. Accomplish the goals mentioned in one and two, by supplying adequate resources so each patient has the same quality of care.
4. Enhance information delivery to patients by using traditional and rich-media based medical informatics systems.
5. Provide support for decision makers in a semi-structured environment by bringing together both human judgment and rich information.
6. Provide support for several interdependent or sequential health decisions at the same time.
7. Allow the patient or primary decision-maker to model different medical situations weighing each against their personal values [10, 22, 29].
8. Inform patients of DSS limitations and mission as educational tools, clearly disclaiming DSS as substitutes for physician based diagnosis and care.

Success can be measured by surveying the patients or primary decision-makers. Patients or primary decision-makers that have undergone education and decision counseling would be surveyed prior to the medical procedure and post procedure.

Medical expert systems historically have been designed to assist professionals working in a given field who may wish to have expert consultation for diagnosis or treatment. It is here suggested that existing expert systems can be modified and new systems created for the layperson in search of medical information based on their potential diagnosis. An expert system is a program that uses a knowledge base and inference procedures to solve problems that are in the domain of a human expert. In this manner an expert system can emulate the decision making capabilities of a human expert [15]. Expert systems are a branch of Artificial Intelligence using specialized knowledge that may be acquired from published research or directly from expert practitioners. They typically consist of both a knowledge base and an inference engine [15]. Expert systems are primarily rule based. The antecedents of rules can be matched against known facts entered by users. Conclusions are drawn by the inference engine based on the acquired knowledge as well as relevant facts gathered by the system user. Expert systems make inferences in the same manner as a human expert would infer solutions based on their own knowledge and pertinent facts. Expert systems frequently have their knowledge base encapsulated in If...Then type rules. The inference engine will then pattern match relevant facts to the antecedent of the rule. Once matched the conclusion will be generated and can perform an action or add to the list of facts. Expert systems differ from conventional programming in that the problems they consider have no algorithmic solution [15]. A limitation of expert systems is their lack of understanding of cause and effect relationships [15]. They rely instead on empirical knowledge. A benefit of expert systems lies in their ability to include an explanation facility which can exhibit a rule or chain of rules that were used to draw a particular conclusion.

CONCLUSIONS

There are numerous medical and health related websites available on the Internet. The challenging part for patients and primary decision-makers is finding one that has complete and accurate information. Navigating through advertisements, biased, incomplete and inaccurate information are challenges that all patients must face. The real power of this proposed patient-based DSS would be to provide high-quality information to patients, helping them alleviate the stress and anxiety they may feel when researching these medical issues ad-hoc on generally available search engines. The purpose of this system is to provide laypersons with diagnoses in response to observed problematic behaviors, described in
commonly understood health related vocabulary. By giving these consumers reliable non biased medical information that is understood by the general population can be an asset to both physicians and patients alike.

Electronic platforms are not likely to replace a human counselor's capacity for guidance and sensitivity to the needs and desires of the patient in the near future. Using a combination of human counseling and computer based decision support is perhaps better, if not the preferred method of choice among patients for these types of decisions. Patient engagement and involvement are key and this seems to be the primary benefit of a patient-based DSS. However, affect and gesture as well as other rich sources of communication may be necessary to recognize and address the emotions and values of the patient. It will then be incumbent on the counselor to provide the human element beyond the computer’s capability.
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